
Television Academy

2014 Primetime Emmy Awards Ballot

Outstanding Sound Mixing For A Comedy Or Drama Series (One Hour)

      

For a single episode of a comedy or drama series. Emmy(s) to a maximum of four mixers. Production and 

post-production mixers are all eligible. NOTE: VOTE FOR NO MORE THAN FIVE achievements in this category 

that you have seen and feel are worthy of nomination. (More than five votes in this category will void all 

votes in this category.)

001 Banshee

Bullets And Tears

March 14, 2014

Lucas and Carrie reflect on their Capital Diamond heist 15 years ago as they gear up to battle Rabbit. After 

his army is decimated in a blazing gunfight, Rabbit’s end comes quietly and by his own hand. Rebecca kills 

Alex Longshadow while Emmett and his wife are murdered by Neo-Nazis.

002 Bates Motel

Shadow Of A Doubt

March 10, 2014

Norma tries to distract Norman from his obsession with Miss Watson by auditioning for a play.  A new player 

in town has Dylan and Remo on edge.

003 Being Mary Jane

Storm Advisory

January 7, 2014

Andre comes face to face with David at Mary Jane's house in an encounter that leaves Mary Jane 

convinced both men are none the wiser.

004 Black Sails

V.

February 22, 2014

Flint and the Walrus crew play a deadly chess match on the open sea. Richard forces Eleanor’s hand. 

Rackham makes a career change. Bonny confesses to Max.

005 The Blacklist

The Palovich Brothers

April 21, 2014

The Pavlovich Brothers specialize in abductions of high value targets and according to Red they are 

planning their next hit. While the team tries to protect the next target, Red has a job of his own for the 

Pavlovich Brothers. Elsewhere, Liz  patiently tries to uncover the truth about Tom
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006 Boardwalk Empire

Erlkönig

October 6, 2013

Nucky uses political muscle to squash Willie’s murder charge.  Gillian scores a fix, and attempts to reunite 

with Tommy.  The Capones recruit Van Alden for election-day, ending with Frank being shot to death.  Eddie, 

stricken with grief after betraying Nucky to Agent Knox, commits suicide by jumping from his window.

007 Bones

The Sense In The Sacrifice

October 7, 2013

The team creates a fake murder scene using FBI Agent Flynn to mimic the work of Christopher Pelant, 

hoping he will contact them about a copycat killer.  When Flynn is brutally murdered, Booth seeks vengence.

008 Breaking Bad

Felina

September 29, 2013

In the series finale, Walt returns to Albuquerque to seek vengeance and make amends.

009 The Bridge

Pilot

July 10, 2013

When a body is found on the bridge connecting El Paso and Juarez, two detectives, one from the United 

States and one from Mexico, must work together to hunt down a serial killer operating on both sides of the 

border.

010 The Bridge

The Beetle

September 4, 2013

Marco reconnects with a friend from his past and races to save his family. Charlotte responds to her biggest 

threat. Linder reveals his true feelings.

011 Chicago Fire

A Dark Day

April 29, 2014

Lt. Casey and Dawson volunteer to help at a charity run at Chicago Medical when a massive explosion 

sends Chicago into chaos. With one of their own missing in the blast, the firehouse is tested like never 

before.
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012 Chicago P.D.

Stepping Stone

January 8, 2014

In the series premiere, after a slew of brutal slayings, District 21, led by Sergeant Hank Voight, go after a 

Colombian drug cartel cleaning house in Chicago. They discover D'Anthony, who proves to be an asset in 

the investigation.

013 Copper

A Morning Song

July 21, 2013

Corcoran and his men attempt to regain control of the police precinct after it is seized by a dangerous 

counterfeiter who takes several police officers and civilians hostage.

014 Da Vinci's Demons

The Sins Of Daedalus

May 24, 2014

An unlikely union must form to save Italy from an Ottoman attack. Meanwhile, Riario is threatened and Nico 

takes Vanessa’s destiny into his own hands.

015 Dexter

Remember The Monsters?

September 22, 2013

In the final episode of the series, Dexter is faced with impossible odds. Debra has been critically injured, a 

brewing hurricane is about to touch down on Miami and Dexter has to end things his way.

016 Downton Abbey

Episode 8

February 23, 2014

Lady Rose meets the Prince of Wales and faces a dilemma. Trouble also plagues Cora’s mother and 

brother, Edith, and almost everyone else at Downton Abbey.

017 Dracula

The Blood Is The Life

October 25, 2013

New to England, Alexander Grayson hosts a lavish party. He becomes fixated on Mina, a beautiful young 

woman who looks like his dead former love. Newly engaged to Mina, Harker grapples with worries over 

providing Mina the life she deserves.
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018 Franklin & Bash

Gone In A Flash

August 14, 2013

Peter and Jared must deal with an insurance investigator who thinks they committed arson while also 

dealing with further problems from Rob Lowe. Rob Lowe and Stanton have a final confrontation in their long 

feud. Rachel and Damien battle over an opening on the bench.

019 Game Of Thrones

The Watchers On The Wall

June 8, 2014

Jon Snow and the rest of the Nights Watch face the biggest challenge to the Wall yet.

020 Glee

New New York

January 14, 2004

Mercedes, Sam, Arti, and Blaine are in New York.

021 Grey's Anatomy

Get Up, Stand Up

December 13, 2013

The doctors at Grey-Sloan Memorial struggle with their careers while one of their own struggles with a life 

changing decision.

022 Grimm

The Ungrateful Dead

October 25, 2013

Nick's destiny is uncertain as zombies continue to overrun Portland.

023 Hannibal

Naka-Choko

May 2, 2014

Hannibal and Will form a bond as Will undergoes a dark transformation. Meanwhile, the team investigates a 

disturbing tableaux; Margot grows concerned over her brother's violent nature; and Will agrees to be 

interviewed for Freddie's book.
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024 Hell On Wheels

Fathers And Sins

September 28, 2013

With General Grant's deadline only two days away, a gang of riders attacks Cheyenne while Cullen and 

Elam pay Durant a visit.

025 Homeland

Good Night

December 1, 2013

The CIA operatives’ truck explodes, and Brody, despite orders to abort the mission, makes it across the 

border to Iran. Quinn discovers that Carrie is pregnant and encourages her to step away from the mission. 

Carrie asks Fara to offer her uncle's flat as Brody’s safe house in Tehran.

026 House Of Cards

Chapter 14

February 14, 2014

The Underwoods tackle two threats that could bring their plans to ruin. Francis grooms his replacement as 

Whip.  Claire goes on the offensive.

027 Justified

Kill The Messenger

March 4, 2014

An attack on Alison sends Raylan to Harlan in search of payback, while Boyd scrambles to arrange 

protection for Ava during her time in jail.

028 Lilyhammer

Fiddler’s Green

December 13, 2013

Frank's crew has a showdown with a family of vengeful British gangsters; Sigrid takes a trip and leaves the 

twins with their ill-prepared father.

029 Longmire

Bad Medicine

August 26, 2013

An apparent suicide on the reservation may be connected to Cady's accident.  Detective Fales returns with 

warrants, forcing Walt and Henry to face what happened in Denver.
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030 Longmire

Election Day

August 5, 2013

On Election Day, a terrible accident puts things into perspective for Walt and Branch.  Emotions run high as 

the team races to find a hit-and-run driver.

031 Mad Men

Waterloo

May 25, 2014

Cooper dies during the moon landing, forcing Don to have Peggy do the Burger Chef pitch.  Roger saves the 

agency by selling it to McCann.  Don sees Cooper’s ghost sing and dance.

032 Marvel's Agents Of S.H.I.E.L.D.

Turn, Turn, Turn

April 18, 2014

Coulson and his team find themselves without anyone they can trust, only to discover that they are trapped 

with a traitor in their midst.

033 Masters Of Sex

Catherine

October 27, 2013

When Masters and Johnson expand the study to include couples, they discover that the science of sex is 

complicated by the mystery of attraction. Master’s anxiety about impending fatherhood manifests as 

sleepwalking. Ethan learns that dating Scully’s daughter could impact his career. Libby has a miscarriage 

and Masters falls apart.

034 Nashville

I'll Keep Climbing

January 15, 2014

Death changes lives forever as a mystery arises; Scarlett and Gunnar receive an offer from Kelly Clarkson; a 

video adversely affects Juliette's reputation; Rayna is under intense pressure to succeed"

035 NCIS: Los Angeles

Spoils Of War

April 1, 2014

After learning that Special Agent Kensi Blye disappeared and the Taliban may be he holding her captive, 

Hetty sends the NCIS: LA team to Afghanistan on a rescue mission
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036 The Newsroom

First Thing We Do, Let's Kill All The Lawyers

July 14, 2013

Will is deposed by an AWM attorney about a false story ACN aired.  Will’s “American Taliban” broadcast 

gets him pulled from 9/11 anniversary coverage, Reese gets frozen out of a meeting, and Jerry Dantana 

arrives to cover for Jim, who has gone on the road with the Romney campaign.

037 Orange Is The New Black

Can't Fix Crazy

July 11, 2013

Piper reaches her breaking point. Larry takes matters into his own hands. The inmates showcase their 

hidden talents in the prison holiday pageant.

038 Parenthood

Limbo

March 13, 2014

Jasmine and Crosby disagree over a crucial point in Aida’s upbringing.  Julia finds out some unsettling news 

about Joel, but then is pleasantly surprised by his final decision.  Sarah and Hank continue to work together, 

but Max is interrupting their flow, which causes Kristina and Adam to intervene.

039 Person Of Interest

The Devil's Share

November 26, 2013

As the POI team seeks justice for Carter’s murder, Finch realizes one of his team members may go one step 

too far in order to end the war with HR. Also, the Machine gives out the number for NYPD Officer Patrick 

Simmons, one of the crime organization’s key players.

040 Ray Donovan

Fite Nite

September 8, 2013

Ray and the family go to Fite Nite at the Donovan Fite Club. Meanwhile, Ray’s plan with Sully is put into 

action when Sully and Tiny kidnap Mickey and his friend Linda. Bunchy encounters the priest who molested 

him, sending him into a tailspin. Mickey helps Sully kill Sean Walker.
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041 Resurrection

Torn Apart

May 4, 2014

The town of Arcadia is in a state of chaos when the return of the deceased reaches a critical mass. Bellamy 

has no other choice than to ask for outside aid which backfires when Sheriff Fred steps in with his own 

agenda, triggering a siege on the town.

042 Revolution

Dreamcatcher

March 5, 2014

Aron goes to an "electrified world" and gets brought back by friends from another time.

043 Scandal

The Price Of Free And Fair Elections

April 17, 2014

Election Day has arrived and nothing is off limits as the candidates try to capture votes.

044 Shameless

Strangers On A Train

February 2, 2014

Fiona continues her secret affair with Robbie The situation nearly boils over when Mike shows up at 

Robbie's apartment while Fiona's inside. Frank is in dire straits due to liver disease, attempts to contrive an 

"accident" that will provide an insurance payout to pay  for a transplant.

045 Sleepy Hollow

The Indispensable Man / Bad Blood

January 20, 2014

Ichabod and Abby discover the shocking truth behind George Washington's death, and risk going to 

Purgatory to strike a final blow against evil. One of them must stay behind to battle a demon.

046 Sons Of Anarchy

Salvage

October 15, 2013

Jax and the MC must confront their past and choose their future.
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047 Strike Back

Episode 21

August 9, 2013

 SCOTT and STONEBRIDGE’s personal leave is cut short to join SECTION TWENTY in Colombia.  Battling 

drug cartels in the South American jungle, their S20’s boat is hit by a rocket-launched missile and begins to 

sink with SCOTT and KAMALI unconscious and trapped inside.

048 Strike Back

Episode 29

October 11, 2013

AL-ZUAHRI’s MO is to come after the families who’ve betrayed him, now KAMALI’s dead, S20 are scared for 

ESTER. After rendering her to safety, they  follow a lead to REZA HASSAN, AL-ZUAHRI’s right hand man, 

but learn the virus is already en-route to a crowded city via a busy train.

049 Teen Wolf

The Divine Move

March 24, 2014

Scott and Derek join forces with The Twins to bring down the Nogitsune but a familiar face returns to Beacon 

Hills.

050 The Tomorrow People

Son Of Man

May 5, 2014

The final battle between Ultra and the Tomorrow People.

051 True Blood

Radioactive

August 18, 2013

Sookie returns to Warlow and he ties her up. Jessica convinces Bill to rescue Sookie. Warlow and Bill battle 

over Sookie. Niall and Jason save Sookie and kill Warlow. Eric bursts into flames on a snowy mountain. 

Sookie and Alcide start dating. Murderous infected vampires descend on Bon Temps.

052 True Detective

Who Goes There

February 9, 2014

Hart and Cohle hunt for their suspect, Reggie Ledoux, a notorious meth-cooker. As Hart's personal life 

collapses around him, Cohle infiltrates a biker gang he worked with back in his narco days. Cohle's 

undercover work leads both men to a drug-heist and shoot-out in the projects.
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053 Turn  **VOID**

Turn (Pilot)

April 6, 2014

At the dawn of the Revolutionary War, struggling Long Island farmer Abraham Woodhull is recruited by the 

Colonial Army to spy on the British.

054 Turn

Battle Of Setauket

May 31, 2014

Mary grapples with the realization that Abe is a rebel spy. Ben and Caleb lead a raid on Setauket to save the 

Patriot families.

055 Under The Dome

Pilot

June 24, 2013

Dale "Barbie" Barbara buries a man's body in the woods of Chester's Mill. As he tries to escape the town, a 

mysterious, invisible barrier descends on the borders of the township, trapping everyone inside.

056 Vikings

The Choice

April 24, 2014

Ragnar’s Viking warriors march on to King Ecbert’s villa and are met with a surprisingly vicious welcome 

party along the way. After a bloody battle both sides must come to new terms.

057 The Walking Dead

Too Far Gone

December 1, 2013

Just when everything started to calm down at the prison, Rick and his group now face imminent danger and 

destruction. This time, they might not win

058 Warehouse 13

Endless

May 19, 2014

The destiny of the team and the future of The Warehouse is revealed in the series finale.
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059 Witches Of East End

Unburied

November 17, 2013

The shifter summons a familiar face. Ingrid discovers something startling from her past. A novelist comes to 

East End to research his new book. Wendy turns over a new leaf, and attempts to get serious with Leo. 

Joanna reads Freya’s tarot cards.

End of Category
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060 American Horror Story: Coven

Fearful Pranks Ensue

October 30, 2013

Fiona's choices rattle a decades-long truce between the Salem witches and Marie Laveau. The Council of 

Witchcraft pays a surprise visit to the Academy with disturbing allegations.

061 Bonnie & Clyde

Night One

December 8, 2013

Barrow, Parker and the notorious Barrow Gang sweep through the Central and Southern United States, 

committing small-time robberies and daring bank heists, leaving murdered police officers and civilians in 

their wake.  Bonnie & Clyde retells the fascinating tale of the legendary couple whose crime spree 

enraptured the American public.

062 Christmas In Conway (Hallmark Hall Of Fame)

December 1, 2013

A story of a man so in love with his wife that he will do anything to make her happy -- even building a 

Ferris-wheel in their back yard.  But the next-door neighbor isn’t thrilled.  She’s determined to win Conway’s 

best-decorated-yard contest, and she has the law on her side!

063 Clear History

August 10, 2013

Nathan Flomm, after a petty argument with his boss gives up his stake in a start-up company, which goes on 

to make billions, publicly humiliating him and destroying his life. A decade later, living under a new name, all 

is well, until something from his past threatens his new life.

064 Dancing On The Edge

Part 1

February 4, 2014

DANCING ON THE EDGE takes place in London during the early 1930s. The story illustrates the journey of a 

group of Black jazz musicians – the Louis Lester Band – as they steadily rise to stardom, a result of 

performing at various elite social gatherings hosted by London’s aristocrats.

065 Fargo

The Crocodile's Dilemma

April 15, 2014

A rootless, manipulative man meets a small town insurance salesman and sets him on a path of destruction.
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066 The Gabby Douglas Story

February 1, 2014

The story of the international gymnastics phenomenon who overcame overwhelming odds to become the 

first African American ever to be named Individual All-Around Champion in artistic gymnastics at the Olympic 

Games.

067 In My Dreams (Hallmark Hall Of Fame)

April 20, 2014

Unknown to each other, Natalie and Nick throw their coins in a fountain wishing to find true love.  They dream 

about each other, but here’s the catch:  they may be perfect for each other, but according to fountain 

mythology, they only have one-week to turn those sweet dreams into reality.

068 Killing Kennedy

November 10, 2013

Killing Kennedy chronicles the buildup to one of America’s most shocking events: the assassination of 

President John F. Kennedy by Lee Harvey Oswald.

069 Klondike

Part 1

January 20, 2014

Based on actual events, KLONDIKE tells the story of the last great Gold Rush in history. In 1897 two friends 

make the perilous journey through the North American wilderness to the Klondike boom town Dawson City, 

"The Paris of the North” where murder, revenge, riches and redemption await.

070 Lizzie Borden Took An Ax

January 25, 2014

It’s 1892 when Lizzie Borden returns home and encounters the bloody scene of her parents violently 

murdered.  The evidence keeps pointing back to Lizzie, the seemingly wholesome Sunday school teacher.  

Lizzie is tried for the murders, in the courtroom and in the press, sparking a widespread debate about her 

culpability.

071 Muhammad Ali's Greatest Fight

October 5, 2013

Muhammad Ali’s biggest challenge takes place far from the boxing ring - in the U.S. Supreme Court, where 

nine justices debated the legitimacy of his 1971 conscientious objector appeal. Justice John Harlan finds 

himself at odds with the status quo.
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072 The Normal Heart

May 25, 2014

THE NORMAL HEART tells the story of the HIV/AIDS crisis in the early 1980's, taking an unflinching look at 

the nation's sexual politics as gay activists and allies in the medical community fight to expose the truth about 

the burgeoning epidemic.

073 Psych The Musical

December 15, 2013

Shawn and Gus dive into a world that's equal parts mystery and melody to track down an escaped 

playwright mad man, Z, who six years earlier was deemed criminally insane after locking a critic in a back 

room of the theatre that he burnt to the ground.

074 The Red Road

Snaring Of The Sun

April 3, 2014

Kopus finds himself up against the wall and in imminent danger, while Harold uncovers heartbreaking news 

about his family’s past. Meanwhile, Jack makes a startling return to New Jersey – intent on vengeance. The 

past finally catches up to Harold and Kopus in a shocking display of violence and terror.

075 Return To Zero

May 17, 2014

RETURN TO ZERO is based on the true story of a successful couple preparing for the arrival of their first 

child. Just weeks before their due date they discover that their son has died in the womb and will be stillborn.

076 Sherlock: His Last Vow (Masterpiece)

February 2, 2014

To Sherlock Holmes, Charles Augustus Magnussen is the Napoleon of blackmail - and the one man he truly 

hates. Now Sherlock and John Watson find themselves facing off with this slippery, loathsome man—and with 

one of his victims.

077 Treme

Sunset On Louisianne

December 22, 2013

McAlary celebrates his 40th; Bernette gets a break in her case; Annie dumps her band; Lambreaux insists 

that Delmond carry on as Big Chief after he’s gone; Everett returns to New Orleans.
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078 The White Queen

In Love With The King

June 16, 2013

In 1463, the lust between a Lancastrian commoner and Yorkist King turns into a secret wedding and a new 

Queen of England. But two women not so smitten with the arrangement vow to take her down.

End of Category
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079 Alpha House

All Weapons Red

November 15, 2013

As the re-election battles heat up the four senators travel to Afghanistan as part of a Congressional 

Delegation.

080 Brooklyn Nine-Nine

Tactical Village

March 4, 2014

Peralta tries to set a new record on a training course, Diaz does not get an invitation to Boyle's wedding, and 

Holt becomes addicted to a game app on his smartphone.

081 Californication

Kickoff

May 18, 2014

At the Santa Monica Cop kickoff party at Rath’s, Hank attracts the show’s female lead.  Hashtag Black eyes 

Julia. Charlie manages client Goldie. Stu makes an offer. Levon breaks Rath’s cardinal rule.

082 The Crazy Ones

Sydney, Australia

November 7, 2013

Sydney's enamored ex-coworker writes a song about her, which goes viral and inspires Simon to adapt it for 

his least favorite client: the Australian Tourist Board. Unfortunately, Sydney dismissed her stalker but must 

now go to his show to beg for permission to use the song in the ad campaign.

083 Derek

Episode 2

May 30, 2014

Hannah and Tom receive some unconventional advice from the residents while trying to get pregnant; Kev 

cleans up his act to apply for a job.

084 Doll & Em

Episode 4

March 26, 2014

Em’s forced, ironically, into role of Personal Assistant because of Dolly’s foot injury.  She reaches the 

breaking point when Doll, already receiving an inordinate amount of attention from Buddy and the crew, 

interrupts a critical scene with Chloë Sevigny as Em is being critiqued yet again by Mike, the director
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085 Eastbound & Down

Chapter 29

November 17, 2013

Season finale. Kenny returns a favor, at his boss’s insistence. Stevie offers revisions to Kenny’s life story. 

April weighs a big decision.

086 Episodes

Episode 308

March 9, 2014

Matt’s bid for the lead in an NBC pilot is in jeopardy when TMZ runs a story claiming he’s going to rehab. 

Carol is furious after she sees Sean meeting with an executive from another network. She accuses Beverly 

who is in the dark. Meanwhile, Castor is convinced he’s cured.

087 Family Tree

Civil War

June 23, 2013

Tom participates in a Civil War re-enactment and learns about his great-great-grandfather’s mysterious past.

088 Getting On

Born On The Fourth Of July (Pilot)

November 24, 2013

New Nurse DiDi discovers feces on a chair and gets scolded for flushing it. Because Dr. James wanted the 

feces for research, she has a meltdown and is permanently re-assigned. The staff tries to determine a 

wandering foreigner’s identity, and debate what to do with a deceased patient’s birthday cake.

089 Girls

Beach House

February 16, 2014

Looking to heal the wounds of their faltering friendships, Marnie invites Hannah, Jessa, and Shoshanna to 

join her at her mom’s friend’s Long Island beach house for a weekend of fun and reconciliation. Her plans 

are thwarted when Hannah invites Elijah and three of his friends to tag along.

090 The Goldbergs

Kara-te

December 10, 2013

Barry decides to sign up for the school’s holiday talent show but is bummed when the school doesn’t 

approve karate as a talent. Beverly is livid and brow beats the teacher in charge to change his mind.
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091 Growing Up Fisher

Pilot

February 23, 2014

11-year old Henry met the most amazing person he'll ever meet in his life when he was four-and-a-half 

minutes old, his dad, Mel Fisher. Mel's an incredible father and successful lawyer...who happens to be blind.

092 Hello Ladies

Pilot

September 29, 2013

A gawky Englishman comes to Los Angeles to find the woman of his dreams.

093 Hot In Cleveland

It's Alive

June 19, 2013

LIVE EPISODE - When Elka and Mamie's illegal business activities put them all in danger, Joy, Melanie, and 

Victoria step in to save the day and wind up getting help from a local mobster (William Shatner) and his 

mother (Shirley Jones).

094 Hot In Cleveland

Stayin' Alive

March 26, 2014

LIVE EPISODE

After Victoria's husband, Emmet, escapes prison, Victoria and the other women go to a hideout that Elka 

knows. When they arrive, they discover the hideout is double-booked with other criminals.

guest stars: Cedric The Entertainer, Georgia Engel, Dave Foley, Ken Jeong, D.W. Moffett, Albert Tsai

095 House Of Lies

Comeuppance

March 23, 2014

Jeannie contacts an old friend, Samantha for help with a contract, causing an issue between her and Marty.  

Clyde creates friction between Monica and her client, Vincent; and Doug makes a play for Caitlin.

096 Kirstie

Mickey And Maddie

January 8, 2014

After firing inept but hunky stagehand Mickey, Maddie consoles him with a one-night stand -- then can't get rid 

of him. 

Tension arises between Frank and Arlo when Frank asks Arlo’s crush to be his tango partner.
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097 Looking

Looking For The Future

February 16, 2014

After calling in sick, Patrick and Richie visit Golden Gate Park and other San Francisco sites, learning more 

about their pasts and plans for the future.

098 The Middle

The 100th

October 23, 2013

A heartbroken Sue tries to win Darren back by making him jealous. At the centennial anniversary of the town 

of Orson, Frankie and Mike are picked to drive a giant cow float in the celebratory parade. To make money, 

Axl, Darren and Sean start Boss company during the celebrations.

099 Mike & Molly

Sex And Death

November 18, 2013

Molly has a "mind-blowing" experience when she goes to Victoria's workplace, a funeral home, to research 

her novel. Meanwhile, Mike sneaks a peek at Molly's writing when she's out.

100 The Millers

Tomlandia

April 24, 2014

Nathan pitches a Saturday morning children's program inspired by Tom's imagination to his station 

manager

101 The Mindy Project

Be Cool

April 8, 2014  -  April 15, 2014

 Mindy and Danny try their hand at dating. But they discover that redefining their relationship isn't as easy as 

they thought it would be, especially when the pharmaceuticals representative whom Danny used to date 

re-enters the picture. Then, a high-profile doctor and Mindy's idol, tries to poach her.

102 Modern Family

The Wedding (Part 1)

May 14, 2014

Mitchell and Cameron's wedding day has arrived, but Pepper Saltzman has to solve a slew of problems. 

Jay and Gloria let Cameron's family stay at their place, and Claire takes being Best Woman to heart.
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103 Mom

Hot Soup And Shingles

January 13, 2014

Christy gets injured and refuses to admit she needs Bonnie's help.  Luke turns to Baxter for advice about 

being a father.

104 The Neighbors

Balle Balle

March 7, 2014

The Bird/Kerseys are invited to an Indian wedding and would like to give the gift of music.  They create a 

Bollywood production only to discover, too late, it is a Native American wedding.

105 New Girl

Prince

February 2, 2014

Jess is ready to paint the town purple when a chance encounter finds her and Cece invited to a 

once-in-a-lifetime mansion party thrown by music legend Prince. Not wanting to miss out on the fun, the guys 

are determined to crash the festivities, building toward an unforgettable ending.

106 Nurse Jackie

The Lady With The Lamp

June 1, 2014

Jackie detoxes at home with the help of Frank, Eddie, and Antoinette. Grace comes home needing comfort 

after a really bad day at school, giving Jackie a second chance to improve their relationship. Jackie realizes 

Frank isn’t strong enough to be in a relationship with a life-long addict.

107 Parks And Recreation

Moving Up (Parts 1 & 2)

April 24, 2014

Leslie makes a huge decision about her future while working with the Parks Department to put on the Unity 

Concert. Meanwhile, Tom opens the doors to his restaurant; Ron has another encounter with Tammy 2; and 

Andy gets to live out a rock-and-roll fantasy.
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108 QuickDraw

Temperance

August 26, 2013

The Great Bend Temperance movement, led Livinia Dunlop, gains steam with the support of the new Sheriff, 

but when the saloon goes alcohol-free, Honey is forced to bring in a snake oil salesman and all hell breaks 

loose.

109 Real Husbands Of Hollywood

Rock, Paper, Stealers

November 5, 2013

Oliver tries his hand at stand-up which Kevin sabotages by inviting his friend, Chris Rock, to the neophyte 

comedian's open mic debut to unnerve him.

110 Regular Show

Skips' Story

April 14, 2014

Skips tells Mordecai and Rigby how he became immortal.

111 Silicon Valley

Third Party Insourcing

May 11, 2014

Richard's threatened when the team hires “The Carver,” a notorious hacker, to solve Pied Piper’s cloud 

problem. Jared has adventures in Peter Gregory's driverless car. Erlich and Dinesh compete over Tara, 

Gilfoyle’s visiting girlfriend; Later, Erlich interacts with the neighborhood kids while Dinesh is faced with a 

sexual dilemma.

112 The Simpsons

Married To The Blob

January 12, 2014

Comic Book Guy falls in love with an adorable Japanese fangirl named Kumiko.  But will Homer doom their 

love by telling Kumiko’s father too many embarrassing facts about CBG?  Spoiler alert: maybe!

113 The Soul Man

All The Way Live

April 26, 2014

Boyce learns his church's summer camp might close down, he decides to put on a live concert to save.
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114 Trophy Wife

Twas the Night before Christmas… or Twas it?

December 10, 2013

Kate, Pete, Jackie and Diane try to piece together the events of Christmas Eve when they wake up, hung 

over, with the house in a disastrous state.

115 Veep

Detroit

May 11, 2014

Selina and her team head to Detroit for an employment conference, and are greeted by the former Prime 

Minister to Finland, who is the future head of the IMF. Also, Selina has decided to bring her new trainer along 

for the trip, which is causing some discomfort for the team.

116 Workaholics

Timechair

March 26, 2014

The guys race each other to get a free massage chair.

End of Category
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117 ACM Presents: An All Star Tribute To The Troops

May 20, 2014

Country music special hosted by Chris O'Donnell and LL Cool J.  Performances by Merle Haggard, George 

Strait, Miranda Lambert, Tim McGraw, Blake Shelton and many other of country musics' biggest stars 

performing duets with members of our country's military.

118 Adam Devine's House Party

Front Yard Comedy

November 1, 2013

Combining narrative sketches with stand-up, Adam Devine hosts comedians Annie Lederman, Austin 

Anderson, and HamptonYount at a house party in a huge mansion.

119 AFI Life Achievement Award: A Tribute To Mel Brooks

June 15, 2013

Martin Scorsese will present Mel Brooks with the American Film Institute's 41st Life Achievement Award -- 

America's highest honor for a career in film

120 American Idol

Episode 1345

May 21, 2014

Finale

121 America's Got Talent

Episode 820

August 28, 2013

The first of the semi-finals, where 12 acts perform live from the Radio City Music Hall in New York for a 

chance to win one million dollars and a headline show in Las Vegas.  The finalists take to the stage in order 

to try and win America’s votes.

122 Another Day, Another Time: Celebrating The Music Of "Inside Llewyn Davis"

December 13, 2013

Another Day, Another Time: Celebrating the Music of “Inside Llewyn Davis,” is a variety special inspired by 

the Coen Brothers film Inside Llewyn Davis. Shot live during a concert at New York’s Town Hall, the film is a 

tribute to folk’s rich history and a showcase of its newest artists.
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123 The Arsenio Hall Show

Prince

March 5, 2014

Arsenio Hall returns with his new late night talk show. Music legend Prince and the New Power Generation 

are featured performing "FunkNRoll", "She's Always In My Hair", "Soul Lifted", and finishing with "Mutiny".  

Arsenio's return to Late Night takes full advantage of the new audio broadcast technologies.

124 Aziz Ansari: Buried Alive

November 1, 2013

Standup comedian Aziz Ansari headlines his third standup special, where he shares his uniquely hilarious 

perspective on fears of adulthood, babies, marriage, and more. Ansari's look at life on the cusp of 30 years 

old is smart, unfiltered, and hysterical.

125 The Beatles: The Night That Changed America

February 9, 2014

50 years to the minute the Beatles appeared on Ed Sullivan, an amazing gathering of pop stars celebrated 

that historic moment with an event that not only tracked the journey, but ended with a  joyous and historic 

reunion of Paul McCartney and Ringo Starr and guests singing “LET IT BE”

126 Billy Crystal:  700 Sundays

April 19, 2014

Billy Crystal’s one-man show is an autobiographical journey in which he plays numerous characters who 

have influenced him throughout his life—from his childhood, growing up in the jazz world of Manhattan, to his 

teenage years and, finally, adulthood. This special is adapted from his Tony Award-winning stage 

production.

127 The Breakthrough Prize

January 27, 2014

Hosted by Kevin Spacey, THE BREAKTHROUGH PRIZE brought together giants of Silicon Valley with 

Hollywood's biggest names, in an effort to raise the profile of scientists who are making life changing 

progress in research. Nine scientists were honored, each of whom received $3,000,000, with no strings 

attached.

128 The Colbert Report

Episode 9135

August 6, 2013

Colbchella 2013 brings in a Robin Thicke performance & Daft Punk “No Show” Montage!
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129 The Daily Show With Jon Stewart

Episode 18157

September 25, 2013

Jon watches Senator Ted Cruz fight the Nazi threat of Obamacare with a Churchillian filibuster citing Duck 

Dynasty and Green Eggs and Ham. Jon responds with a passage from a more appropriate Dr. Seuss book, 

“The Bore-Ax.” Thom Yorke and Flea discuss their band “Atoms For Peace” and perform.

130 Dancing With The Stars

Episode 1707

October 28, 2013

On the seventh week of the competition, the eight remaining couples have to complete their judges’ scores 

in both an individual round and a crucial Team Dance round in hopes to survive elimination and come back 

for another week. It’s a dance off between Teams Foxing Awesome and Spooky Bom-Bom.

131 Eugene Onegin (Great Performances at the Met)

January 17, 2014

Anna Netrebko and Mariusz Kwiecien star as Tatiana and Onegin in Tchaikovsky's fateful romance. 

Deborah Warner's new production, which opened the Met's 2013–14 season, is directed by Fiona Shaw. 

Piotr Beczala sings Lenski and Russian maestro Valery Gergiev conducts.

132 Garth Brooks: Live From Las Vegas

November 29, 2013

The special features Brooks talking about the effect of legendary musicians on his musical career, like 

Merle Haggard, Simon & Garfunkel, Billy Joel and many more. Throughout the show, Garth performs some 

of their classic songs to show how they influenced his greatest hits.

133 The 56th Grammy Awards

January 26, 2014

Grammy Moments Galore –Daft Punk with Stevie Wonder and Pharrell Williams. A mass wedding to the 

song “Same Love” with Madonna, Queen Latifah and Macklemore and Ryan Lewis plus amazing 

performances from Lorde, Willie Nelson, Pink , Beyonce and Jay Z, Kendrick Lamar and Imagine Dragons 

and Paul and Ringo!!

134 2013 iHeartRadio Music Festival

Night One

September 30, 2013

Part 1 of 2. Highlights of the 2013 concert in Las Vegas.  Featuring performances by: Paul McCartney, Elton 

John, Queen, Maroon 5,  Muse and others.
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135 Jimmy Kimmel Live

Jimmy Kimmel Live In Austin

March 14, 2014

Featured Guests include Rapper Lil Wayne, legendary country singer Willie Nelson and musical group Los 

Lonely Boys.

136 John Leguizamo's Ghetto Klown

March 22, 2014

John Leguizamo’s Ghetto Klown leads audiences on a hilarious, often touching, roller-coaster ride through 

the highs and lows of Leguizamo’s life and career, including vivid accounts of the colorful characters who 

have populated his life. Leguizamo adapted his Award-winning one-man stage show for this exclusive 

special.

137 Kelly Clarkson's Cautionary Christmas Music Tale

December 11, 2013

Kelly Clarkson’s character learns the true meaning of Christmas through storytelling, friends, and songs. This 

special includes comedy skits with celebrities, but focuses mainly on the music with eight performances, 

pre-taped before a live audience. The guests include Reba McEntire and Trisha Yearwood, accompanied 

by twenty-nine musicians and a choir.

138 The Kennedy Center Honors

December 29, 2013

Recorded live-to-tape and honoring Herbie Hancock, Billy Joel, Shirley MacLaine, Martina Arroyo,  and 

Carlos Santana, the Kennedy Center Honors’ sound mix consists of performances from the worlds of Jazz, 

Opera,  Broadway, Pop and Rock with spoken tributes and short biographical films.

139 Late Night With Seth Meyers

Episode 0004

February 27, 2014

Late Night with Seth Meyers is a talk, comedy and variety show shot in Rockefeller Plaza starring Meyers 

and the 8G Band with Fred Armisen. Episode #0004 featured topical comedy, interviews with Lena Dunham 

and Anthony Mackie, and music from John Mayer trio, including Chick Corea and Steve Jordan.
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140 Late Show With David Letterman

Episode 4009

April 2, 2014

Bill Murray, late to discovering the term “bucket list,” interrupts Dave’s monologue, asking for help fulfilling his 

life goals.   Martha Stewart serves deviled eggs and vodka.  Lady Gaga invites the entire studio audience 

across 53rd Street to Roseland Ballroom and performs two songs.

141 Marvel Studios Assembling A Universe

March 18, 2014

The special will chronicles the birth and history of Marvel Studios from Iron Man up through Agents of 

S.H.I.E.L.D., exclusive interviews and behind-the-scenes footage from all of the Marvel films, the Marvel 

One-Shots, new footage from Captain America: The Winter Soldier and Guardians of the Galaxy and the 

2015 Avengers.

142 Mike Tyson:  Undisputed Truth

November 16, 2013

Raw, honest, powerful and full of humor, Tyson candidly recounts his life’s highs and lows—his troubled 

youth, boxing career, personal and professional controversies, time in prison, loss of family and his 

rehabilitation and redemption, forged by sobriety and a renewed commitment to family life. Directed by 

Spike Lee.

143 A MusiCares Tribute To Bruce Springsteen

March 30, 2014

An all-star cast joins Bruce Springsteen in a legendary concert celebrating his prolific career.  Sting, 

Mumford & Sons, Elton John, and many more pay tribute to the Boss, culminating in an incredible set by 

Springsteen and the E Street Band.

144 National Memorial Day Concert

National Memorial Day Concert 2014

May 25, 2014

Joe Mantegna and Gary Sinise host, and guest artists perform with the National Symphony Orchestra as our 

nation remembers and honors it's fallen heros.

145 The Oscars

March 2, 2014

A three-and-a-half hour global broadcast, honoring actors and filmmakers, hosted by Ellen DeGeneres, 

televised in the U.S. and more than 100 countries from Albania to Western Samoa, featuring 24 awards from 

sound editing to best picture and performances by Idina Menzel, Bette Midler, Karen O., Pink, U2, and 

Pharrell Williams.
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146 P!NK: The Truth About Love Tour

December 7, 2013

P!NK: The Truth About Love Tour is hallmarked by captivating theatrics and emotionally fueled 

performances.  P!NK traveled the world with over 103 shows in 13 countries,    pulling from her seven album 

repertoire. The 1 hour and 50 minute concert was filmed during the Australian leg of the tour.

147 Portlandia

Getting Away

May 1, 2014

Portlandia gets away to New Beavertown, Oregon. Toni and Candace lead a feminist retreat until their 

male-free endeavor is penetrated by a man bus driver. Kath and Dave try to relax, but get tangled in a world 

of fleece. Peter and Nance tour the town to find something special.

148 Real Time With Bill Maher

Episode 1135

November 22, 2013

Bill Maher, celebrating 20 years in late night television, led a live eclectic panel discussion around the 

week’s news. Mid-show comedy piece was upcoming political holiday books. The show ended with “New 

Rules” and a hilarious editorial comparing Reagan and JFK.

149 2014 Rock And Roll Hall Of Fame Induction Ceremony

May 31, 2014

The RRHOF Induction Ceremony gives viewers front-row seats at the year’s hottest music event honoring 

new inductees Nirvana, Cat Stevens, Hall & Oates, Kiss, Linda Ronstadt, Peter Gabriel, the E Street Band 

and more. Highlights include performances by celebrated musical icons for once-in-a-lifetime renditions of 

the new inductees’ songs.

150 Russell Peters: Notorious

October 14, 2013

Filmed live at the Allphones Arena in Sydney, 'Notorious' features global phenomenon Peters as he brings 

his laugh-out-loud observational comedy to audiences for his world tour of the same name. He uses humor 

and blends in stories about his Anglo-Indian family to touch on racial, ethnic, class and cultural stereotypes.

151 Sarah Silverman:  We Are Miracles

November 23, 2013

Sharp-witted Sarah Silverman makes her HBO solo stand-up debut in this one-hour special performed in 

front of an intimate audience of 39 fans.
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152 Saturday Night Live

Episode 1658

April 5, 2014

Anna Kendrick performs a Disneyesque Broadway-styled monologue with the SNL cast. Pharrell Williams 

performs with a 17 piece string section conducted by Hans Zimmer.

153 The Sing Off

Finale

December 23, 2013

The Sing-Off Christmas Special and finale brings it home with a night of star-studded and exhilarating 

arrangements. Season 4 finalists Ten, Vocal Rush and Home Free kick start the night with Michael 

Jackson's "Man in the Mirror," joined by the eliminated groups decked out in holiday attire.

154 Six By Sondheim

December 9, 2013

An intimate and candid look at the life and art of legendary composer-lyricist Stephen Sondheim as 

revealed through the creation and performance of six songs. Six by Sondheim features interviews with 

Sondheim spanning five decades, plus original staged productions with stars such as Audra McDonald, 

Darren Criss and America Ferrera.

155 Sochi 2014 Olympic Winter Games Opening Ceremony

February 7, 2014

The 2014 Olympic Winter Games Opening Ceremony featured the traditional Parade of Nations, a 

compelling journey through Russia’s history and culture, and culminated with the lighting of the Olympic 

cauldron.

156 The Sound of Music Live!

December 5, 2013

A live adaptation of the Rodgers and Hammerstein musical, The Sound of Music, about a young postulant 

who falls in love with a widowed sea captain while serving as governess to his seven children in pre-World 

War II Austria.

157 Steve Martin and The Steep Canyon Rangers featuring Edie Brickell (Great Performances)

March 4, 2014

Backed by the virtuoso playing of the Steep Canyon Rangers, comedy legend Steve Martin and 

singer-songwriter Edie Brickell perform a concert of material from their Grammy-winning album Love Has 

Come For You, showcasing Martin’s inventive banjo playing and Brickell’s heart-tugging vocals to create an 

evening of irresistible bluegrass music.
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158 Sting: The Last Ship (Great Performances)

February 21, 2014

Drawing upon his childhood memories growing up in the shipbuilding community of Wallsend in the North 

East of England, Sting provides a glimpse into the narrative of the play through the songs on the new album, 

inspired by the story of “The Last Ship.”

159 The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon

February 17, 2014

The Tonight Show ‘s premiere episode included a celebrity filled walk-on called “The $100 Bet.” Then a 

comedy bit with Will Smith and Jimmy called “Evolution of Hip Hop Dancing.”  U2 performed a song from the 

30 Rock roof at sunset, then did a quick chat on the couch.

160 The Voice

Blind Auditions (Part 1)

February 24, 2014

Usher and Shakira are back as coaches. Adam Levine and Blake Shelton are the other coaches for 

Season 6. The Blind Auditions begin.

161 The Voice

Live Top 8 Performances

May 5, 2014

The Voice is a Live 5.1 Broadcast, Musical Competition Show with multiple Performances in front of a Studio 

Audience. This Episode features performances by the Top 8 Finalists, Blake Shelton & Pharrell William's. 

The Voice House Band is one of most proficient musical ensembles on Live Television.

End of Category
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